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One of the main open research issues in Service Oriented Computing is to propose automated tech-
niques to analyse service interfaces. A first problem, called compatibility, aims at determining
whether a set of services (two in this paper) can be composed together and interact with each other as
expected. Another related problem is to check the substitutability of one service with another. These
problems are especially difficult when behavioural descriptions (i.e., message calls and their order-
ing) are taken into account in service interfaces. Interfaces should capture as faithfully as possible
the service behaviour to make their automated analysis possible while not exhibiting implementation
details. In this position paper, we choose Labelled Transition Systems to specify the behavioural part
of service interfaces. In particular, we show that internalbehaviours (τ transitions) are necessary
in these transition systems in order to detect subtle errorsthat may occur when composing a set of
services together. We also show thatτ transitions should be handled differently in the compatibility
and substitutability problem: the former problem requiresto check if the compatibility is preserved
every time aτ transition is traversed in one interface, whereas the latter requires a precise analysis of
τ branchings in order to make the substitution preserve the properties (e.g., a compatibility notion)
which were ensured before replacement.

1 Introduction

The definition of Interface Description Languages (or contract languages) which provide a good trade-
off between expressiveness and abstraction level is not a recent research topic. With the advent of
Component-Based Software Engineering in the 90s, many works were dedicated to the design of such
languages, see for instance [4, 1, 11, 29]. This work took a new breath with the recent venue of (Web)
services. Indeed, although the black-box nature of components can be source of discussion [9, 25, 30],
this is not the case of services since they are deployed and available on-line, therefore their internal
implementation has no reason to be accessible to users.

Existing IDLs distinguish four interoperability levels [2]: signature, behaviour (or interaction proto-
col), semantics, and quality of service. In this paper, we focus on the behavioural description level. This
level has often been emphasised as crucial [29, 12] because an a-priori knowledge of every service con-
trol flow is essential to avoida-posteriorierroneous executions (such as deadlock) of a set of interacting
services. In the services area, several notations (Petri nets, transition systems, process algebras, state di-
agrams, etc.) have already been proposed to specify the behavioural part of service interfaces. Here, we
have chosen Labelled Transition Systems which is a simple yet expressive model often used as semantic
foundation to higher-level formalisms. In this model, we also consider internal or non-observable be-
haviours usingτ transitions. Internal behaviours are important because analysing service interfaces may
show that they will interact correctly if observable behaviours only are considered whereas they will
actually behave erroneously due to internal behaviours. Theseτ transitions correspond to abstractions of
pieces of code (e.g., conditions involving variables and functions). This information may be preserved
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and may help the designer who wants to compose a set of services together. However, as far as automatic
approaches are concerned, the analysis of such conditions is difficult because it deserves to have a full
understanding of types and functions used in those guards.

Once the interface model is defined, several issues have to beworked out and are still actively studied
in the service research community: service discovery, automatic composition, validation and verification,
adaptation, etc. Here, we focus on two problems (related to one another) referred to as service compati-
bility and substitutability (or replaceability). The firstproblem aims at checking whether two (or more)
services arecompatible, that is can interactproperlyuntil reaching a correct termination state. Several no-
tions of behavioural compatibility have already been proposed in the literature. In this paper, we will use
three notions for illustration purposes, namely deadlock-freeness [11], unidirectional-complementarity
and unspecified-receptions [34, 7]. The second problem aimsat checking if one service can besubsti-
tutedwith another while ensuring that the reconfigured system will behavesimilarly from a behavioural
point of view.

Our goal in this paper is to focus onτ transitions and first show that such transitions are necessary in
interface models to avoid erroneous behaviours. Second, wewill show that when checking compatibility
and substitutability, theseτ transitions have to be handledcorrectly. One of the main objectives of this
paper is to explain what is meant bycorrectly (or properly, similarly, which are adverbs used before in
this introduction). In particular, their analysis is different from one problem to another. Compatibility
requires to check that observable actions satisfy the compatibility notion every time an internal behaviour
is traversed in one of the two involved services. On the otherhand, the substitutability verification
requires a precise analysis ofτ branchings in order to check that the new service behaves as its former
version. We will illustrate our arguments throughout this paper with some simple examples.

Our objective is not to present some algorithms and tools to automate those checks. Such algorithms
can be found in related papers,e.g., [11, 1, 13]. As far as tool support is concerned, the compatibility
check can be implemented using Maude [15] as presented in [17], and the substitutability check can be
achieved using CADP [19] and the Bisimulator tool [3].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces our behavioural model of services.
Section 3 first presents some compatibility notions we use inthis paper for illustration purposes, and then
discuss the wayτ transitions should be handled. In Section 4, we tackle the substitutability problem, and
present some solutions to check the substitutability of services with a special focus onτ transitions.
Finally, we overview existing works in Section 5 and draw up some conclusions in Section 6.

2 Model of Service Interfaces

We assume that service interfaces are equipped both with a signature (set of required and provided oper-
ations) and a protocol represented by aSymbolic Transition System(STS) which is a Labelled Transition
System (LTS) extended with value passing (data parameters coming with messages). More formally, an
STS is a tuple(A,S, I ,F,T) where: A is an alphabet which corresponds to the set of labels associated
to transitions,S is a set of states,I ∈ S is the initial state,F ⊆ S is a nonempty set of final states, and
T ⊆ S\F ×A×S is the transition relation. In our model, alabel is either aτ (internal action) or a tuple
(m,d, pl) wherem is the message name,d stands for the communication direction (either an emission!
or a reception ?), andpl is either a list of data terms if the label corresponds to an emission, or a list of
variables if the label is a reception.

Notice that, using the STS model, a choice can be representedusing either a state and at least two
outgoing transitions labelled with observable actions (external choice) or branches ofτ transitions (in-
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ternal choice). Another possibility would be to keep choiceconditions as part of the model (as done in
Symbolic Transition Graph introduced in [24]), and analysethem using subtyping relations, see [14] for
instance. However, in the general case, it is not possible toanalyse boolean expressions used in guards
because they can involve variables and functions, and at design-time, we do not know variable values.
Therefore, there is no way to predict how a choice will behaveat run-time. This is why choice or loop
conditions are often made abstract and specified asτ transitions in behavioural interfaces.

In our model, no transition can go out from a final state because, in (Web) services, an implementation
explicitly defines a termination construct (e.g., Terminate in BPEL), and therefore the corresponding
transition system consists of a transition labelled withτ followed by a final state. Suchτ transition can
be minimized if it appears in a sequence (τ-confluence), but this is not the case if it is involved in a
branching structure (a state with several outgoing transitions).

Synchronizations between services respect a synchronous and binary communication model. There-
fore, two services synchronize if one can evolve through an emission, the other through a reception,
and both labels have the same message and matching parameters (same number of parameters with the
same type and in the same order). Internal behaviour cannot be controlled because this corresponds to
an independent evolution of a service,i.e., a service can internally decide to change its state withoutany
apparent or observable reason. The operational semantics of STS is formalised in [17].

This model is simple yet offers a good abstraction level for describing and analysing service be-
haviours. Moreover, STSs can be easily derived from higher-level description languages such as Abstract
BPEL, see for instance [18, 32, 10] where such abstractions were used for verification, composition or
adaptation of Web services. In the rest of the paper, we will describe service interfaces only with their
corresponding STSs. Signatures can be deduced from the argument types appearing in STS labels.

Internal Behaviours. Service analysis could be worked out without taking into account their inter-
nal evolution because that information is not observable from its partners point of view (black-box as-
sumption). However, keeping an abstract description of thenon-observable behaviours while analysing
services helps to find out possible interoperability issues. Indeed, although one service can behave as
expected by its partner from an external point of view, interoperability issues may occur because of un-
expected internal behaviours that services can execute. For instance, Figure 1 shows two versions of
one service protocol without (S1) and with (S1’) its internal behaviour. As we can see,S1 andS2 can
interoperate ona and terminate in final states (b! in S1 has no counterpart inS2 and cannot be executed,
this is due to synchronous communication). However, if we considerS1’, which is an abstraction closer
to what the service actually does, we see that this protocol can (choose to) execute aτ transition at state
s1 and arrives at states3 while S2 is still in stateu1. At this point, bothS1’ andS2 cannot exchange
messages, and the system deadlocks. This issue would not have been detected withS1.

Figure 1:S1 andS2 interoperate successfully, butS1’ andS2 can deadlock

Now, let us focus on higher-level languages, such as abstract BPEL or abstract Windows workflow
(WF), which are used in the literature [28, 16, 27] as abstract descriptions (Interface Description Lan-
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guages) of service behaviours. Here we choose WF to illustrate how STSs and in particularτ transitions
are extracted from this workflow-based notation. WF describes service behaviours using a set of basic
activities,e.g., IfElse, Listen andWhile, for which it is useful to keep someτ transitions in their respective
STS descriptions.

The IfElse activity corresponds to an internal choice deciding which activity has to be performed,
e.g., sending different messages using theWebServiceOutput activity, depending on the condition truth
value. The corresponding STS contains as many transitions labelled withτ as there are branches in the
IfElse activity (including theelsebranch), see the first example in Table 1.

Transitions labelled withτ can describe timeouts, as it is the case in theListen activity of WF. This
activity waits for possible receptions (EventDriven). If no message is received, a timeout occurs (Delay)
which stops theListen activity. In the STS model, theListen activity is translated into a set of branches
labelled with the receptions used in this activity and aτ transition corresponding to the timeout, see the
second example in Table 1.

TheWhile activity is used to repeat an activity as long as the loop condition is satisfied. Hence, the
corresponding STS encodes this activity using a non-deterministic choice, specified usingτ transitions,
between the looping behaviour and the behaviour that can be executed after theWhile activity (when the
condition becomes false), see the third example in Table 1.

Other abstract WF activities such asTerminate, Parallel andCode can also generateτ transitions in
the corresponding STS model.

3 Compatibility

In this section, we first present three notions of compatibility, namely deadlock-freeness, unidirectional-
complementarity and unspecified-receptions. We have chosen these notions because they are simple to
understand, and often used by related work in the literature[7, 34, 11, 6, 17]. We will use them in the
rest of this paper to illustrate the discussion. In the second half of this section, we point out the subtleties
of dealing withτ transitions when checking behavioural compatibility.

3.1 Compatibility Notions

Deadlock-freeness.This notion says that two service protocols are compatible if and only if, starting
from their initial states, they can evolve together until reaching final states. Figure 2 presents a simple
example to illustrate this notion.S1 andS2 are not compatible because after interacting on actiona, both
services are stuck. On the other hand,S1’ andS2 are deadlock-free compatible since they can interact
successively ona andc, and then both terminate into a final state.

Unidirectional-complementarity. Two services are compatible with respect to this notion if and only
if there is one service which is able to receive (send, respectively) all messages that its partner expects
to send (receive, respectively) at all reachable states. Hence, the “bigger” service may send and receive
more messages than the “smaller” one. Additionally, both services must be free of deadlocks. This
notion is different to what is usually called simulation or preorder relation [31] because the two protocols
under analysis here aim at being composed, and accordingly present opposite directions. However, both
definitions share the inclusion concept: one of the two protocols is supposed to accept all the actions
that the other can do. Figure 3 first shows two servicesS1 andS2 which respect this unidirectional-
complementarity compatibility: all actions possible inS1 can be captured byS2. However,S2 does not
complementS1’ becauseS2 is not able to synchronize on actionc with S1’.
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Abstract WF activity STS description

WebServiceInput(a?(p1:t1))
ifElse
 (((p1 < 10),
    WebServiceOutput(b!(p2:t2))),
  ((p1 � 10),
    WebServiceOutput(c!(p3:t3)))
 )
...

...
listen(
 EventDriven
 (WebServiceInput(b?(p2:t2)),...),
 EventDriven
 (WebServiceInput(c?(p3:t3)),...),
 EventDriven(Delay,...)
 )

t a u

c ?  
p 3 : t 3

b ?
p 2 : t p 2

WebServiceInput(b?(p2:t2))
While
 (
  (p2 < 10),
   InvokeWebService
    (b!(p3:t3), b?(p2:t2))
 )
... 

Table 1: Examples of abstract WF activities and their corresponding STSs

Unspecified-receptions.This definition requires that if one service can send a message at a reachable
state, then the other service must receive that emission. Furthermore, one service is able to receive
messages that cannot be sent by the other service,i.e., there might be additional unmatched receptions. It
is also possible that one protocol holds an emission that will not be received by its partner as long as the
state from which this emission goes out is unreachable when protocols interact together. Additionally,
both services must be free of deadlocks. In Figure 4,S1 andS2 are not compatible becauseS1 cannot
receive all actions thatS2 can send (c!). But S1’ andS2 are compatible because all emissions on both
sides have a matching reception on the other.

The reader interested in the formal definitions for these compatibility notions can refer to [6, 17].

3.2 Internal Behaviours

Compatibility checking verifies that two interacting services fulfill each other’s requirements. Interaction
between services basically depends on synchronisations over observable actions and then can be defined
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Figure 2: Deadlock-freeness compatibility

Figure 3: Unidirectional-complementarity compatibility

Figure 4: Unspecified-receptions compatibility
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Figure 5:τ transitions need to be analysed

using a criterion set on these observable actions (see for instance the compatibility notions we presented
previously). Since services can evolve independently through some non-controllableτ transitions, the
behavioural compatibility requires that each internal evolution must lead both services into a state in
which the criterion is satisfied. This means that every time aτ transition is traversed in one of the two
STSs, the compatibility must be checked again on the target state. This way to processτ transitions leads
to a unique way to handle them all along the compatibility checking. This is not the case in the context
of service substitution where services can be compared according to different ways of dealing with their
internal behaviours, similarly to what is achieved in equivalence checking [31, 8, 21] (see Section 4 for
more details on the substitutability problem).

Let us illustrate these ideas on a couple of examples. First of all, Figure 5 shows that it is not enough
to focus on observable actions when checking service compatibility: τ transitions must be analysed as
well. In this example, both services can interact ona andb from an observational point of view,i.e.,
considering only observable traces withoutτ transitions. However, if the compatibility check does not
analyse only observational actions but also internal ones,a deadlock is detected when servicesS1 and
S2 move to states ands’, respectively, by executing aτ transition. Therefore, these two services are not
deadlock-free compatible.

The question now is: howτ transitions are supposed to be analysed when checking compatibility?
Similarly to equivalence checking, one may want to matchτ transitions appearing in both service inter-
faces together. As an example, observational (or weak) equivalence [31] checks that oneτ on one side
matches with a sequence of zero or moreτ on the other. Figure 6 shows an example in which the state
matching respects this weak relation1. Nevertheless, these services are not compatible with respect to the
unspecified-receptions compatibility2, becauseS1 can evolve to states by executing aτ transition and
S2 to s’, and in this configuration, actionb! in S1 has no counterpart in serviceS2 in states’.

To sum up, in order to check compatibility,τ transitions need to be analysed, and one has to check
after eachτ transition that the compatibility notion is verified by the forthcoming observational actions.
We also claim that reasoning on theτ branchings as done in equivalence checking (matchingτ appearing
in both interfaces) is not useful when one checks compatibility. Indeed, in order to ensure correct inter-
actions, we do not want to match one service internal actionswith those of its partner. This would be
meaningless in a composition situation because these actions are non-controllable from a partner point
of view, and do not have anything to see with one another. We only need to check that their observable

1Actually, servicesS1 andS2 are equivalentwrt. the observational relation if directions in one service arereversed as
follows: l ! = l?, l?= l !. In our model, messages may come with parameters, and this check would also require to remove
parameters beforehand.

2Here, we chose a special example where no additional receptions appear in both services, and the parallel with equivalence
checking is therefore easier to make.
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Figure 6:τ transitions matching is not necessary

Figure 7: Checking substitutability as compatibility may be misleading

actions behave as defined in the compatibility notion in spite of possibleτ transitions.

4 Substitutability

Substitutability aims at replacing one service embedded aspart of a larger system with another service
such that the entire system is able to interact as before (i.e., respecting the same compatibility notion). In
this paper, we focus on context-dependent approaches,i.e., where partners (sometimes called environ-
ment) are defined and known.

First of all, the substitutability problem has two formulations in the literature. Suppose we have
a system consisting of two servicesS1 andS2, and both services are compatiblewrt. a compatibility
notionC. Imagine now that we want to substitute serviceS1 with a new serviceS1’. A first way to check
if this substitution is possible is to verify thatS1’ andS2 are compatiblewrt. compatibilityC. A second
way is to compareS1 andS1’ to ensure they are related by a certainrelation. Both solutions are valid,
however the first formulation can be misleading and for this reason, we will focus on the second in the
rest of this section. To illustrate this point, see the example given in Figure 7 where we consider for
example the unspecified-receptions compatibility.S1 andS2 are compatiblewrt. this notion. As far as
the first formulation above is considered,S1’ can substituteS1 becauseS1’ is compatible withS2 (no
reachable emissions without counterpart in both protocols). Nevertheless,S1 andS1’ have completely
different behaviours and therefore fulfill different objectives as well (imagine for instance that actiona
corresponds to a search in a database, and actionc to a modification of that database).

In our model, we chose a level of abstraction where we replaceguards withτ transitions. An alterna-
tive approach is to keep guards and use subtyping techniques, see for instance [14], for analysis purposes
when checking the substitutability problem. Since our model considersτ transitions, we can use strong
notions such as equivalences [31] (or bisimulations), or more flexible ones such as simulation [31] or
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Figure 8: Simulation is too weak to check substitutability

behavioural subtyping [26]3. In the general case (for any compatibility definition as oneof those pre-
sented in Section 3), simulation or subtyping can be too loose. Let us focus first on the simulation (or
preorder) notion. Intuitively, all the actions possible inone transition system must appear in the other.
In such a case, we say that the “bigger” protocol simulates the “smaller”. In Figure 8, we show that this
notion is too weak to always preserve compatibility. This example shows two servicesS1 andS2 which
are unspecified-receptions compatible. However, if we replaceS1 with S1’ whereS1 simulatesS1’, then
there is an emission (b!) in S2 which has no counterpart inS1’, thereforeS1’ andS2 are not compatible.

Regarding behavioural subtyping, different definitions exist in the literature for the substitutability
problem, see for instance [11, 5, 23]. We illustrate here with the definition proposed in [5] where“the
algorithm for substitutivity checking verifies that service A demands fewer and fulfills more constraints
than service B”. In terms of transition systems, this means that a service can replace another if it can
have more receptions and less emissions. Again, in the general case, this definition is not strong enough.
Figure 9 gives a simple example where two servicesS1 andS2 are deadlock-free compatible, butS1’

andS2 are not, even ifS1’ is a behavioural subtype ofS1 according to the definition quoted above.
Let us emphasise here that our claim focuses on the general case (any compatibility notion). If we
consider a precise compatibility notion, it can be demonstrated that this behavioural subtyping relation is
enough. This is the case for instance with the unspecified-receptions compatibility (see Figure 10 for an
example) because the new service can have more receptions and less emissions. As a consequence, all the
emissions in the service which does not change are still captured (the new service preserves all its former
receptions and may have more). Moreover, the new service canonly have less emissions compared to
its former version, and since all the emissions in the old service had a counterpart in its partner, the new
service will have corresponding receptions as well.

Equivalences are strong yet suitable relations to check thesubstitutability problem, because they pre-
serve all observable actions and then the compatibility notion should be preserved as well. However,
different equivalence relations exist, and they handle differently internal behaviours. In this paper, we
will focus on some well-known equivalence relations, namely strong, branching, weak, and trace equiv-
alence, from the strongest to the weakest notions (see [20] for more details on these notions and their
formal relationship).

As far as substitutability is concerned, a strong equivalence or bisimulation [31] is too strong be-
cause it requires to match not only observable actions but also τ transitions. Perfectly matching these
internal transitions does not make sense in the Web servicesarea because two service implementations
can sligthly differ yet exhibit exactly the same behaviour from an external point of view.

3Refinement is also a notion used for the substitution problem, see [5, 23] for example. This notion is stronger than
subtyping [23], but we will not talk about it in this paper because our goal is to focus onτ handling and not to give a survey on
substitution notions.
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Figure 9: Behavioural subtyping is too weak in the general case

Figure 10: Behavioural subtyping works for precise compatibility notions,e.g., unspecified-receptions

At the other extremity, trace equivalence is too weak because this relation only analyses the observ-
able behaviour, and does not preserve compatibility. Figure 11 shows an example whereS1 andS2 are
two services respecting a deadlock-freeness compatibility. However, if we replaceS1 by S1’, even ifS1
andS1’ are trace equivalent,S1’ andS2 are not deadlock-free compatible because a deadlock occursif
S1’ decides to execute theτ transition.

Weak and branching equivalences are the strongest of the weak equivalences [20]. These two no-
tions preserve behavioural properties (does not add deadlocks for instance) on observable actions. Con-
sequently, these two equivalence relations are adequate toverify the substitutability of one service by
another. Such results were formally proven for weak equivalence [13]. Branching equivalence is stronger
than weak equivalence, and is checked more efficiently from acomputational point of view, so it should
be preferred if huge protocols are involved when checking substitutability.

Figure 11: Trace equivalence is too weak to check substitutability, and does not preserve compatibility
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5 Related Work

In this section, we overview works existing on the compatibility and substitutability questions, with a
specific focus on approaches handling internal behaviours in their model and solutions.

5.1 Compatibility

To the best of our knowledge, here are the approaches [11, 22,33, 1, 17] which takeτ transitions into
account in their description models. In [22], the author relies on a bisimulation algorithm to define the
compatibility of (Web) services which are described using Petri nets. The bisimulation-based compati-
bility associatesτ transitions in the same way as Milner’s strong equivalence.Matchingτ transitions as
done in the strong equivalence does not make sense when checking services compatibility in our opinion.

In [11], a compatibility notion based on theπ-calculus considers two services to be compatible if they
are deadlock-free. In [1], the authors rely on an automata-based model and define context-dependent
compatibility. This work considers two interfaces to be compatible if their product can be composed
with a third component and this composition is deadlock-free. In these two works, the authors propose
to analyseτ transitions similarly to what is introduced in Section 3.2,i.e., each internal evolution must
lead the system into states where the deadlock-freeness is preserved.

A π-calculus description model is also used in [33] where two services are compatible if there is
always at least one sequence of interactions that make them reach final states. This notion is quite
weak when composing services because the deadlock-freeness property cannot be guaranteed. In [33],
τ transitions only appear as the visible result of synchronisations (as defined in theπ-calculus or CCS
semantics). Then, two services are considered compatible if their composition can engage a sequence of
τ actions until reaching final states. Therefore, no particular processing is associated toτ transitions in
this approach.

In a previous paper [17], we considered an automata-based model and proposed a generic framework
which automatically checks service protocols according toa compatibility notion passed as parameter.
Three strategies for handlingτ transitions were implemented, namely strong, weak and trace. These
strategies are inspired from the ways of associating internal behaviours proposed by the strong, weak
and trace equivalence relations. Considering different ways of dealing withτ transitions does not impact
the result of the compatibility check, but adds an additional analysis onτ branchings.

5.2 Substitutability

Here again, our goal is not to survey all existing works but only those which use internal behaviours
in their interface model. First, Hameurlain [22] addressesthe substitutability of component protocols
described with Petri nets. The substitutability notion used in this paper is a strong bisimulation as intro-
duced by Milner in [31]. Replacing components using this relation enables to preserve system compati-
bility. However, it is a very strict relation as far as the matching ofτ transitions is concerned, and weaker
relations may be enough to preserve this compatibility.

In [13], the authors check component substitutability using weak bisimulation. They show that when-
ever there is a system in which a component is replaced with anobservationally equivalent one, the sys-
tem remains equivalent to the former one. This relation is less restrictive than strong bisimulation used
in [22].

More recently, [14] used a Finite State Machine (FSM) model to formalise a substitutability notion
for Web services which preserves compatibility. The authors consider a symmetric approach which re-
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quires that services must have the same traces. In this paper, pre/post-conditions are used rather than
τ transitions. Therefore, the authors compare these conditions using a subtyping relation: the pre-
conditions of an old service must be simulated by those of thenew service and the post-conditions
of the new service must be simulated by those of the old service.

6 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have focused on behavioural models of service interfaces, especially those involving
internal behaviours. Those behaviours are essential because if they are not taken into account in service
models, the composition or substitution of services may cause erroneous executions. We have discussed
various solutions to handle internal behaviours when checking compatibility and substitutability of ser-
vices. Our conclusions are the following: (i) when checkingcompatibility, the notion to be ensured
has to be verified after every internal behaviour appearing in each behavioural interface, and (ii) when
checking substitutability, behavioural models need to be equivalentwrt. a relation stronger enough (such
as weak or branching equivalence) to preserve all properties on observable behaviours.

Now, we would like to conclude with four challenges which arestill some open issues in the context
of the compatibility and substitutability checking: (i) generalising existing approaches to consider not
only two services but a set of services (compatibility ofn services, substitution ofk services involved in a
system bym new services, etc.), (ii) considering an asynchronous communication model (e.g., based on
message queues), (iii) proving that branching equivalenceis better than weak equivalence when checking
service substitutability, and (iv) not only returning a boolean result but, if services cannot be properly
composed or replaced (false result), detecting the mismatches and measuring the compatibility/substi-
tutability degree separating both protocols.
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